Introduction

Perhaps one of the characteristics of the Greek nation is to remember. To remember, without ever forgetting, good or bad events, kindness or cruelty, hostility or enemocity [sic].

Stories of war never lose the power to shock, sadden and confront us. Witnessing death and experiencing violence and atrocities create traumatic memories, and indelible and unavoidable traces of these events are left behind – not just for those who witness them but also for future generations. How these events and their effects are understood and discussed over time is a perennial challenge to those who experience them, and to those who attempt, long after, to fathom the enduring depths of past human violence.

The complexity of reconstructing, recapturing or representing acts of extreme violence in war has been well documented. Debates surrounding how this can and cannot be achieved have preoccupied writers, artists, theorists and historians. On one aspect, however, there is agreement. War memories from whatever historical period often haunt individuals, and the effects of this continue to ripple outward from these individuals to families and communities for decades after the episode occurred.

1 Australian Greek, 10 May 1952, p. 2.
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What is less clear – and remains an under-researched area – is the fate of the memories of these experiences when migrants emigrate to another country where the culture, language and history of the host nation is foreign and unfamiliar, even hostile. In the great movement of peoples after wars in the twentieth century, the place of war memories assumed different meanings and significance. For some individuals, the need to forge to the future and to forget was imperative. For others, the desire to remember meant the need to pass on their family histories.

*Memory and Migration in the Shadow of War* poses questions about memory, migration, identity and war in relation to arguably one of the most significant groups to shape post-war Australia: the Greeks. What happened to memories of war when, after the bloody and horrific almost decade-long period that included the Second World War and the Greek Civil War, Greeks migrated *en masse* and in unprecedented large numbers to Australia? Were these memories forgotten? Did stories of the past circulate in families and immediate communities only? How were they received, contested and negotiated within the Australian community? Was there an expectation of post-war immigrants that this history would be confined to the past? This book will for the first time explore how war has shaped family memory of these events amongst Greek immigrant Australians.

At one level, these are deceptively simple questions. Existing scholarship on migration allows us to at least recognise how some groups have remembered and commemorated certain events, how government authorities might have perceived such stories, and how migrants recall the memories of past wars. But the actual effect of trauma, dispossession and repression on individuals, families and communities is rather different. It’s much more than the official and symbolic, it is about how a multitude of individuals made sense of their lives in relation to the wartime experiences they had gone through and then, later, in relation to the alien society in which they found themselves – and then about how they have recreated themselves in this new environment.

At the time of migration, the question of how Greeks and other migrants would adjust to a new society was one that was seen largely through the prism of the host society and was something which preoccupied policy makers during the immediate post-war period. Assimilation was the byword for successful immigration during those years and seemed to provide an answer to the question about how the Australian
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way of life could be preserved in the face of so many new arrivals. Yet
before the question of how new groups such as the Greeks could and
would assimilate, the issue of what to assimilate to actually meant had to be
asked. What did it mean to be a ‘New Australian’? In his classic work on
the migration of Southern Europeans to Australia, Charles Price dis-
cusses issues of assimilation, national identity and nation building. One
of the key observations he makes is to consider the way in which migrants
erected ‘fortresses’ in ‘their fight to adapt themselves to Australian con-
ditions’ and in their attempts to retain their customs and institutions.4
Price was writing in 1963; since then much of the historiography con-
cerned with migration has focused on questions of government policy,
issues of workplace inequality and the politics of assimilation and iden-
tity. Most of these studies have considered the impact of migration on the
host nation economically and culturally within the context of settlement
in Australia. None have examined in detail the impact and memory of
war on the migrant’s subsequent adjustment to their new land.5

Migration history has now attracted a substantial body of work, and a
focus on the experience of Greeks is one of the largest areas of scholar-
ship. It can be said that the Greeks almost more than any other group
have attracted attention, and from the very beginning of migration stud-
ies, they were the focus of early research. There is no shortage of material
published on Greek migration since then, especially in the fields of
literature, history, education, oral history, public policy and memoir.
The range is wide and covers an extraordinary body of exemplary schol-
arship.6 Greeks are a diasporic people; their history is one that has been

5 For some of the key texts covering the history of migration, see James Jupp, Arrivals and
Departures (Melbourne: Cheshire-Lansdowne, 1996); James Jupp, From White Australia to
Woomera: The Story of Australian Immigration (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002); James Jupp (ed.), The Australian People: An Encyclopedia of the Nation, Its People and
their Origins (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001); Ann-Mari Jordens, Alien to
Citizen: Settling Migrants in Australia, 1945–1975 (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1997);
Janice Wilton and Richard Bosworth, Old Worlds and New Australia: The Post-War
Migrant Experience (Melbourne: Penguin, 1985); Eric Richards, Destinations Australia:
Migration to Australia since 1901 (Sydney: UNSW Press, 2008); Gwenda Tavan, The Long
Slow Death of White Australia (Melbourne: Scribe, 2005); Jock Collins, Migrant Hands in a
Distant Land: Australia’s Post War Immigration (Sydney: Pluto, 1988).
6 There is a substantial and rich body of work in the field of Greek migration studies and
history, which covers a diversity of themes and perspectives on Greek migration to
Australia and Greek-Australian history. See, for example, Gillian Bottomley, After the
Odyssey: A Study of Greek Australians (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1979);
George Kanarakis (ed.), Greek Voices in Australia: A Tradition of Prose, Poetry and Drama
(Canberra: Australian National University Press, 1987); Alfred Kouris, Migrant: The
Blessing and Misfortune of Loving Two Countries: The Modern-Day Odyssey of the Diaspora
Greeks (Melbourne: Greek Press, 1998); Tamis, The Greeks in Australia; Anastasios
defined by movement of populations, most especially through the twenty-
tieth century, and this constant flow forms a key part of their history.\textsuperscript{7} So,
how has the Greek migration story to Australia been told? Doumanis argues that this has been one of a ‘modest success story’. He characterises this history as not one of romantic yearnings but instead as one to ‘build capital and raise families’. He sees this story as a successful balance of maintaining a sense of difference and becoming actively involved in the Australian community. In the post-war era, there was little overt disruption: ‘tolerance and stability characterized the post-war years’.\textsuperscript{8} ‘Old World’ conflicts, he argues, were not continued in Australia, despite fears from authorities. Most were happy to leave politics behind them.\textsuperscript{9} Notwithstanding the difficulties, he argues there were many positives in migration. To a certain extent this is true. There is no denying that the story of Greek migration to Australia is one of overwhelming success,

\textsuperscript{7} Richard Clogg (ed.), \textit{The Greek Diaspora in the Twentieth Century} (Macmillan: St. Antony’s, 1999), pp. 1–17.


\textsuperscript{9} Ibid., p. 70.
however this might be measured. But one aspect of this story – which has yet to be fully explored in the existing historiography – is the lingering place of past memories that remain a presence in different manifestations. This book attempts to explore memories of war as one dimension to post-war migration, which remains a largely elusive and a subsumed topic within the history of the Greek diaspora in Australia.10

There is a personal dimension to this research, as is invariably the case when issues of migration and wartime experiences are concerned. My father, George, a boot maker, migrated from Florina to inner-city Melbourne in the Olympian year of 1956, and then arranged for my mother Sofia, a dressmaker, and my one-year-old sister, Mary, to come to Australia in 1957. They initially settled in Gertrude Street, and then Napier Street Fitzroy, as had many migrants before them. They joined thousands at that time who had arrived from Greece.

Florina is situated in the northern part of Greece in Macedonia. Its history is marked by brutal and bloody war. It sits in the heart of the Balkans region and as such has been in the centre of war and regional power struggles since the seventeenth century. During World War I, it was occupied by Bulgaria, and under the Axis Occupation in World War II, the town became a centre of Slavic separatism. For much of the Greek Civil War (1946–1949) Florina was under Communist control. By the 1950s much of the area was devastated: villages had been razed, infrastructure destroyed and large numbers of the population killed or forced to flee. With few employment opportunities available, it is no surprise that many of those who remained chose to emigrate to the United States, Canada and Australia.

The historian Sheila Fitzpatrick writes that we inevitably return, as historians, to our first questions, those ‘your parents taught you to ask, as well as the questions that, for reasons you didn’t understand, they failed to answer’.11 And so many of the questions this book raises emerge from my own background and personal experience.

I, like so many of my generation, Australian born, grew up listening to these stories about war being told over and over again. These stories became an important part of my parents’ generation and my Greek identity – these experiences and our personal histories and memories became a defining aspect of who they were. For my parents, the decision

10 A. Scarfe and W. Scarfe, All That Grief: Migrant Recollections of Greek Resistance to Fascism, 1941–1949 (Sydney: Hale and Iremonger, 1994) is an exception as this book documents the memories of war experiences of Greek migrants.
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to migrate was made on the basis of the need to escape from the aftermath of war and its trauma, deprivation and destruction. They carried with them these memories and these stories, like so many of their compatriots. Others chose not to speak of traumatic pasts and as we shall see, prefer silence as a means of dealing with family histories from another time and place. This book asks the question about how these stories circulate in migrant families and how they have been discussed, remembered, documented and forgotten.

*********

The distinctive aspect of this book lies in relating war and memory to the wider transnational context of migration. It embraces the move in recent histories to examine processes, relationships and mentalities that moved beyond the borders of nation states. In so doing, it aims to provide a new narrative of the history of these wars and how they have been remembered, and adds an unexplored dimension to histories of migration: the enduring legacy of intergenerational traumatic war experiences which transcend place and nation.

By adopting this focus, Memory and Migration reconceptualises a history of migration that is deliberately uncoupled from nation building and the history of the nation. In taking as its frame of reference the view expressed by transnational scholars for the need to transcend national histories and the borders of nation, it attempts to move the discussion of migration beyond an emphasis on migrants and nation building within the receiving nation, and focuses instead on the way in which the fallout from war affects relationships between cultures and generations when people cross national borders. It thus pursues the challenge presented by interdisciplinary scholars who call for the history of migration to be broadened.

As a part of this material, the notion of transnational families has emerged in recent scholarship while considering the impact of migration. This research aims to contribute to a further understanding of the impact of the flow of culture and politics by moving the discussion beyond the development of the nation state within the framework of

assimilation, to consider new forms of ethnic identities. It is within this paradigm, I would argue, that migrant memories can be explored through an examination of the place of the past within these memories. Within the context of the Greek diaspora around the globe, the transnational nexus has typically been explored through return migration by the second-generation, and through the negotiation of ethnic identities within Greek families.14 This work both draws from this framework – in linking migration and transnationalism – but it also departs from it by examining the memory of war in particular within Greek communities as a transnational phenomenon.

One vital aspect of this research is the oral tradition of story telling for the first generation. Very few immediate post-war migrants from Greece had writing proficiency beyond primary school; most remained illiterate in English. It is through this storytelling that experiences of war are conveyed, passed on and communicated. This takes on a particular form and narrative, as any oral testimony. But in the context of family war experience and migration, there is a connection to identity and the past that creates a particularly forceful and distinctive narrative. For the second generation, it is invariably a written testimony that is adopted – in whatever form – fictionalised or otherwise.

In order to pursue these concerns, I draw from recent studies of oral history in migration studies that have provided cultural history with a methodology and approach to shape new historical questions.15

---


The themes that emerge from the migration and memory literature include personal narrative and identity, constantly remade in relation to events of the present, and the ordering of disparate pasts into a flowing story. Oral history, memoir and autobiography are mediums that are always characterised by the speaker’s centrality to events retold. I have drawn from this literature and also from approaches that highlight the centrality of narratives and stories to how a sense of self and identity is created and sustained. Furthermore, this work draws on literature that is concerned with moving beyond what people remember to the wider meaning of their recollections and why they remember in the way they do. Towards this end, this work considers the creation of cultural memory and narratives that have been confined to family histories. It is an attempt to place these migrant narratives within wider Australian history and to convey the experiences of those who arrived in the wave of post-war migration.

The history of Greek migration to Australia has been inevitably written with an emphasis on the post-war period when large numbers migrated. But a connection with war and events in Greece were never too distant for migrants in the years prior to 1945. I begin in Chapter 1 by looking at continuities and discontinuities around war and transnationalism for the Greek migrant living in Australia before 1940. The Balkans War and the First World War figure prominently at this time, as Greece played a central role in these events. Greek inhabitants and residents – typically male, young and single – in Australia assumed an active role in engaging with them. There were few of them, and as such ‘Greek’ remained a novelty in Australian rural areas, country towns and cities. But I would
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18 This book is based on over sixty interviews conducted by the author between 2009–2014 in Australia and in Greece. These were semi-structured, wide-ranging interviews, typically between an hour and a half to three in length. Some interviews were conducted in Greek and some in English and have been subsequently transcribed into both Greek and English.
argue that, nonetheless, they brought international politics to the Australian environment and a connection to certain events that captured the attention of the press. These were not Greeks who were victims of war. Many of them had migrated for better prospects but also felt the pull to return. Australian then, as now, was a destination for those who wished to seek opportunity. But war pulled them back and forth. The Second World War changed this landscape. As many have shown, the links between Greece and Australia were consolidated during this conflict. At the end of 1945 there was enduring good will towards the Greek nation in the forging of ties and connections. But this was not always transferred to the Greeks who migrated and sought another life in Australia. This tension – between public announcements on the one hand and the treatment of Greeks in a localised setting where the White Australia Policy dictated behaviours – is a theme throughout this book.

Chapter 2 focuses on the primary group of study for this project – those who migrated from Europe after the Second World War. The policy that powerfully shaped this mass migration from Greece and many other places to post-war Australia was the assimilation policy. At its core, this extraordinary piece of public policy was optimistic, hopeful and positive. It looked to forging a modern Australia in the post-war world by redefining the nation and its people. But its attempts at inclusion were both its strength and its severe weakness. While it opened up Australians for the very first time to defining ‘Australian’ beyond white and British, its execution was less respectful, where not just cultural practices of migrants but past traumas, experiences and memories were to be put aside in favour of ‘integration’. While war narratives and memories in Australia were being integrated to create a new post-war nationalism, the stories of the newly arrived immigrants had no place, despite the fact that many Greeks and Australians fought in the war – in the case of Crete, side by side. It remains inexplicable that the warm relations that developed between the two countries in fighting in Crete were not always transferred to peacetime Australia.

The theme of Chapter 3 is to examine in particular some of the war experiences of Greek migrants and how these emerged in post-war narratives. This generation of migrants – unlike some of their pre-war counterparts – were here to stay and this created a more ambivalent and complex relationship for them between who they were in their core and where they lived, the greater society in which they found themselves. Because war for this generation was their source of mobility, they had not

necessarily migrated willingly, but often left Greece out of necessity and with little hope of returning. Chapter 3 also reveals that narratives about war operate on two levels – within the everyday and familial and state narratives.

The themes of political, social and cultural connections with Greece after the war are developed further in Chapter 4. How did migrants translate their political beliefs to a new social setting? How was this involvement received? The period of post war migration coincided with one of the most oppressive chapters in Greek history – that of the military junta during the 1960s. Many opposed the junta from Australia; some actively agitated against it. As the regime consolidated its power, the international challenge hardened towards it. To this extent, this chapter examines agitation against it, and some efforts to mobilise Greeks in Australia. Was this appropriate behaviour for migrants when their home nation endured such repressions? And to what extent did the Australian government and people condone or censure this and other kinds of political behaviour by migrants? Chapter 4 explores how memories of war and past experiences of it often translates into political action and activism in the adopted country.

The following two chapters address a theme that draws together war, memory and experience and Australia’s key role in it. In Chapter 5, the issue of child removal in Greece during war has captured the attention of historians world wide, but Australia’s role in the incident has been unexplored in detail. This chapter documents the incident highlighting the cooperative dimension of the 1950s that resulted in children successfully being repatriated. The role of the social worker Aileen Fitzpatrick and Labor leader H. V. Evatt is identified as central in this effort. It also highlights Australia’s continuing role in child migration by adding the story of Greek children to Australia’s involvement. While this chapter shifts the focus directly away from immigrant narratives, it does so to provide a necessary broader context for the largely untold story of war and child repatriation to Australia.

Chapter 6 draws together the oral narratives of some of the children who experienced child migration and for whom cultural identity became a contested issue. The transnational nature of war, memory and national identity is encapsulated in this chapter through oral testimonies, memoirs and other forms of recollections. The power of these stories lies in the connection between war, memory and violence. In particular, the question of children and the impact of war arises here through the childhood memories of war.

The subject of Chapters 7 and 8 take us through to the present day, linking themes of children and assimilation, memory and identity.